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Safety Cabinet and Cans for International Customers 
An Explanation of Justrite model numbers ending in “1” or “Z” 

 

To better accommodate the international export needs of our customers,  
Justrite Mfg. Co. provides a line of cabinets and cans which adhere to international  
trade regulations.  

Specifically, Justrite adheres to wood packaging standards set forth in the International 
Standards for Phytosanitary Measures (ISPM). ISPM 15 is a standard that has been 
adopted by treaty to include 78 countries, and counting. The goal is to control the spread 
and infestation of harmful pest and disease affecting plant life and the ecology from 
exports using wood packaging. ISPM 15 has standards for wood packaging including 
certified treated lumber, OSB board, hardwoods, and plywood as acceptable wood 
packaging materials for export.  

The international cabinets and cans are manufactured identically to their domestic counterpart, and also carry 
the same code compliance and approvals. 
For our international safety cabinets, the addition of the number “1” at the end of model # denotes:  

• Packaged onto an ISPM 15 heat treated certified pallet in compliance with the than 78 countries. 

• Bottom of the cabinet is painted to avoid rusting which could occur over multiple weeks of overseas transport 

• The 21 multilingual labels in the following languages (In addition to English, Spanish, and French that are already 
attached to the cabinet): 

Arabic German Mandarin Chinese (simplified) Slovenian 
Czech Hebrew Norwegian Swedish 
Danish Hungarian  Polish Turkish 
Dutch Italian Portuguese (European)  Estonian Japanese Russian 

 Finnish Korean Slovak 
  

For International Safety Cans the addition of the letter “Z” at the end of model # denotes: 
In our growing attempt to meet the language needs of our global customers, we also provide 
our international can line. These “Z” cans include the non-Z can along with our multi-lingual 
package. This package includes: 

*Multi-lingual instruction sheets and multi-lingual danger labels in 22 languages: 
Arabic German Korean Slovak 
Czech Hebrew Mandarin Chinese (simplified) Slovenian 
Danish Hungarian  Norwegian Swedish 
Dutch Indonesian Polish Turkish 
Estonian Italian Portuguese (European) 

 Finnish Japanese Russian 
  

 

    


